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The establishment of Cheon Il Guk is Heavenly Parent's dream, humanity's hope and True Parents' hope.
Surprisingly, it looks as if this Chinese character was written for this time. When looking at the Chinese
character of the word "anchak" [firm establishment], one can see [in the character on the left] a woman
sitting calmly under a "gat" [a traditional Korean hat]. In the Last Days, God's only begotten daughter, the
True Mother, will undertake the fulfillment of the providence.
In this age of the fulfillment of the providence, those of you who join me represent the most valuable
people today and are a source of immense pride. Most people achieve success after forty years. Even True
Father married at forty. This shows how important it is to establish a solid foundation. Education,
experience and a solid foundation are necessary. Most of you are in your twenties, right? So when you
[those who are twenty] turn forty, I'll be ninety-seven. What do you think about that? [Response: You
must live a long time.]
What? Yes, it would certainly be nice to live many years, but if you're well-trained and become top
leaders responsible for all areas of operations in this country and are leaders who lead the world, don't you
think that the world will be restored more quickly?
The sooner the better
However, it will be a little harder for me in twenty years. Will you be able to do it in ten years? [Yes] I
will be in my eighties, I will be eighty-seven years old exactly. Life on earth is important. While I'm still
on earth, Heavenly Parent is eagerly looking forward to when the fulfillment of the Heavenly Parent's
dream, humanity's hope and True Parents' hope is realized. Do you understand? [Yes] That's why I'm
calling you my hope.
Thus, if you sleep less and you give your all and you manage to shorten those twenty years to ten years, it

will bring immense glory to God and will also be a blessing for and give hope to humanity. While God's
only begotten daughter, True Mother, is still on earth, will you become the ones who usher in the day
when we are able to sing of God's glory? [Yes] Truly? [Yes]
You must become the best in all areas. Will you do that? Thank you. [Applause] All right! You guys are
the best. I'm proud of you. I love you all. I love you.

True Mother spoke to young members about the characters for "firm establishment" and how the lower
portion of the character on the left resembles this woman in the center, seated and wearing a tradition
Korean hat.

